IT’S TIME TO PUT YOU ON YOUR TO-DO LIST!
To show our appreciation for completing your mammogram, your name will be entered for a drawing when proof of your exam is provided. To qualify, the exam must have been performed by a WHA provider within the past year and you must have been an active member at the time of service. Visit mywha.org/women for details.

YOUR HEALTH PLAN HELPS PUT YOUR HEALTH GOALS WITHIN REACH

Early detection saves lives. Talk to your doctor about how often you need preventive screenings, such as mammograms and PAP tests, based on your age, personal health and family history.

When covered by Western Health Advantage, you can rest assured that all of preventive care services such as annual physical examinations, immunizations and recommended health screenings are fully covered as part of your plan.

You will not pay a copayment or deductible* to receive the following preventive services:
- Well woman visits
- Immunizations
- STD screenings
- Cancer screenings
- Depression screenings
- High blood pressure screenings

*Coverage may vary depending on your plan. Refer to your EOC/DF for determining the preventive services without cost-sharing for your plan. These benefits are subject to limitations, including WHA's right to coordinate care in a cost-effective and efficient manner. WHA may also use reasonable medical management practices when providing these benefits.

get your mammogram  enter to win $100
Visit mywha.org/women for details; some restrictions apply.